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In order to put an end to the Great Western Schism - which had led to the paradoxical situation of
three simultaneous popes in dispute for the primacy - and to address several doctrinal issues of
the Catholic Church, an ecumenical council took place in Constance from 1414. In the
preparations for this historic event, two Spanish figures had a decisive role: Benedict XIII, pope of
the Avignonese line (known as "el Papa Luna" in Spanish), and the Valencian saint Vincent Ferrer.
Their decisions were to be crucial for their own fate and for the future of Europe. Thus, on 18 July
1414 the antipope Benedict XIII, fleeing from Avignon, the Valencian saint and King Ferdinand I
(father of Alfonso V the Magnanimous) met in Morella. Their parley lasted for fifty days but was
unfruitful. Shortly thereafter, King Ferdinand and St. Vincent Ferrer, in a sermon in Perpignan,
decided to withdraw their former support to the Aragonese antipope, who was then isolated in
Peñiscola until his death.

!

Taking the 600th anniversary of this event as starting point, the 3rd edition of the International
Course and Festival on Medieval and Renaissance Music of Morella will pay homage to these
figures, decisive for Late Medieval Europe. To mark this anniversary, Carles Magraner, leading the
ensemble Capella de Ministrers, will open the Festival with a special concert program in
commemoration of this event: Timete Deum, the Apocalypse of St. Vincent Ferrer.

!

The additional activities of the course that will develop around this are: exhibitions by instrument
makers, lectures by specialists elaborating on the relationship between and historical relevance of
St. Vincent Ferrer and the Papa Luna, and on diverse aspects of Medieval and Renaissance
music, student concerts by the different course sections, a night tour to the medieval castle, and
the concerts of the Festival of Medieval and Renaissance Music, which will take place in the
Gothic Town Hall of Morella, the Archpriestal Church of St. Mary (built in 1265-1330, and housing
an original Baroque organ by Turull), and the Convent of St. Francis (founded in 1272), whose
surviving Gothic cloister's chapter house features a 15th century mural painting representing the
Medieval dance of death (Dansa de la Mort), which is the leitmotif of the course from its birth.
Furthermore, the present edition includes a seminar on traditional music and its relationship with
Medieval and Renaissance art music, with specialists on instruments and repertories belonging to
the Mediterranean oral traditions.
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3rd INTERNATIONAL COURSE!
ON MEDIEVAL & RENAISSANCE MUSIC!

MORELLA (Castellón - Spain)

!

July 19-24, 2014

PERFORMANCE OF MEDIEVAL & RENAISSANCE MUSIC!

!

- Sunday 20 to Thursday 24 -

Medieval & Renaissance Harp!
MANUEL VILAS!
Performer
(from Monday 21)

!

Singing!
ELISA FRANZETTI!
Fondazione Ensemble Janua Coeli Globus - Genoa
Correpetitor JOAN BORONAT (Schola Cantorum Basiliensis)

!

Gregorian Chant!
JUAN CARLOS ASENSIO!
Escola Superior de Música de Catalunya (ESMUC) - Barcelona
Director of Schola Antiqua

!

Musical Chapel_LAB!
ISAAC ALONSO DE MOLINA!
Royal Conservatory of The Hague

!

Shawm & Dulcian !
JOAQUIM GUERRA!
Conservatory of Girona

!

Harpsichord, Clavicymbalum, Organetto & Organ!
IGNASI JORDÀ!
Conservatory of Castellón / Early Music Department

!

Historical Dance!
EVA NAREJOS!
Conservatory of Alicante

!

Choral Conducting & Choir Singing!
PEDRO TEIXEIRA!
Director of Comunidad de Madrid Choir
Director of Ricercare - Lisbon

Minstrel Workshop!
SIMEÓN GALDUF!
Escola Superior de Música de Catalunya (ESMUC) - Barcelona
Ministriles de Marsias
Project in collaboration with the Federation of Music Societies of Valencia
(from Monday 21)

!

Recorder!
DAVID ANTICH!
Conservatory of Torrent

!

Renaissance Transverse Flute!
ANNE SMITH!
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis
(Sunday 20 and Monday 21)

!

Vihuela & Renaissance Lute!
ALFRED FERNÁNDEZ!
Performer

!

Viola da Gamba & Vihuela de Arco!
CARLES MAGRANER!
Director of Capella de Ministrers
Conservatory of Castellón / Early Music Department

!
SEMINAR ON TRADITIONAL MUSIC!

!

- Sunday 20 to Thursday 24 -

Frame Drum, Riq, Tar, Bodhran & Gaval!
GLEN VELEZ!
Mannes College, The New School for Music - New York
Assistant teacher PAU BALLESTER (Capella de Ministrers)!
Double Reed Instruments, Bagpipe & Shawm!
EDUARD NAVARRO!
Performer

!

Songs of the Mediterranean Sephardic Tradition!
MARA ARANDA!
Al-Andaluz Project

!

Hurdy Gurdy, Sinfonía & Citole !
JOTA MARTÍNEZ!
Al-Andaluz Project

LECTURES!

!
On 18 July 1414 St. Vincent Ferrer and King Ferdinand I of
Aragon met Benedictus XIII (Papa Luna) in Morella, trying to
convince him to abdicate the Throne of Peter and end the
Avignonese line of antipopes. A parley of 40 days ensued
between these three illustrious figures in the history of the
Crown of Aragon, prior to the celebration of the Council of
Constance, which would permanently end the Western
Schism.

!

The series of three lectures of the International Course on
Medieval and Renaissance Music of Morella starts off with
this historical event, situating the audience in the context
with an overview of the social and cultural consequences of
the Council of Constance, and continues with two in-depth
discussions of specific Medieval and Renaissance
repertories and their performance.
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Saturday 19!
18h. Gothic Chamber, Town Hall
Les converses de Morella!
Francisco Gimeno!
Medieval History and Paleography - University of Valencia

Monday 21!
19h. Gothic Chamber, Town Hall
Canto llano and canto fratto in the time of Papa Luna!
Juan Carlos Asensio!
Codicology, Medieval Music and Notation - ESMUC (Barcelona)

Tuesday 22!
19h. Gothic Chamber, Town Hall
The Performance of 16th-Century Music !
Anne Smith!
Renaissance Music - Schola Cantorum Basiliensis

!

CONCERTS!

The Festival consists in a series of eight concerts by ensembles and soloists specialized in the
performance of early music, led by teachers of the diverse sections of the course. For the participants in the
course, attending these performances will represent an additional source of learning and inspiration to that
of the regular lessons.

!

The opening concert, by Capella de Ministrers, features a program (Timete Deum) celebrating the 600
anniversary of the Council of Constance. The closing concert, also conducted by Carles Magraner, will
feature a collaboration of teachers, students, and local ensembles in a recreation of the Dansa de la Mort,
leitmotif of the course, inspired by the mural painting of the chapter house of St. Francis Convent.
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Saturday19!
CONCERT I

!

19’30h. Convent of St. Francis
Timete Deum: The Apocalypse of St. Vincent Ferrer!
Capella de Ministrers - Carles Magraner!
Commemorative Concert - 600th Anniversary of the Council of Constance

Sunday20 !
CONCERT II

!

19h. Archpriestal Church of St. Mary
Music for shawm and organ!
Ignasi Jordà, baroque organ by Turull!
Joaquim Guerra, shawm and dulcian!

!
!

CONCERT III

22h. Municipal Theatre
El castillo interior: contrapuntos para vihuela!
with recitation of poetry by St. Teresa of Jesus! !
Alfred Fernández, vihuela!
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Monday21

CONCERT IV

!

20’30h. Convent of St. Francis
Orchesographie!
Carles Magraner, viola da gamba / Ignasi Jordà,
harpsichord and organetto / David Antich, recorders / Glen
Velez and Pau Ballester, frame drum / Eva Narejos, dance

Tuesday22 !

!

CONCERT V

!

20’30h. Gothic Chamber, Town Hall
Elisa Franzetti, soprano!
Manuel Vilas, harps

Wednesday23
CONCERT VI

!

19h. Town Hall
Concert by the Choir Conducting & Choral Singing class!
Pedro Teixeira!

!

CONCERT VII

20’30h. Municipal Theater
Mara Aranda!
Eduard Navarro!
Jota Martínez!

Thursday24!
CONCERT VIII

!

19h. Convent of San Francesc
La Dansa de la Mort (Dance of Death)!
Closing concert with teachers and students

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES!
!

!

!
Ensemble Class!
!
!
! !
!
!Saturday 19!
Every afternoon from
! 22'30h !
16 to 18h!
! !
!
!
To !inaugurate the
For groups of
course,
singers and
! we will pay
our !traditional night
instrumentalists.
!visit to the
Aimed at all students
!
medieval castle of
enrolled in the
!
Morella. Guided by
course who wish to
!
Carles
participate in
! Sangüesa,
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!director of
!
Museums
of
voices and
!
Morella, the tour
instruments.
!
starts from the
!
!Town Hall.
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!
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! Course Closing Dinner!
!
! On Thursday 24!at 22h. Closing
! dinner for all participants in the
!
course.
!
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!
!
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Guided Night Tour
to the Castle of
Morella !

!

Medieval &
Renaissance
JamSessions !

!

Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday and
Wednesday !

!

At the Cruïlles
Palace
(Dada Museum
Pub) from 23h.
The soirées of the
course. Open
stage for soloists
or ensembles who
wish to play, sing,
recite or dance
early music.

!

!
Instrument
Exhibition !

!
!
Town Hall
!
!

Diverse instrument
makers are invited
to expose their
copies and
recreations of early
instruments.

TEACHING STAFF & COURSE PROGRAM

!

!

PERFORMANCE OF MEDIEVAL & RENAISSANCE MUSIC!
Medieval & Renaissance Harp!
MANUEL VILAS!
Performer

!

Born in Santiago de Compostela in 1966. He began his musical
studies in the local conservatory, where he graduated as professor
of solfege, music theory, transposition and accompaniment.
Interested in the world of early music, he starts studying Spanish
double harp and thorough bass in Madrid and in the Early Music
Courses of Daroca (Zaragoza), with harpist Núria Llopis. He
thereafter receives a scholarship from the Italian foundation “Marco
Fodella” in order to study arpa doppia at the Scuola Civica in
Milan, with harpist Mara Galassi. He is also devoted to education
and investigation, teaching Baroque harp in the Early Music course
of the University of Santiago de Compostela, and in the Baroque and Medieval harp course of the “Harps of the World”
meeting organized by the Conservatory of Zaragoza. He is the first harpist to have given a course on Spanish double
harp in the United States. He’s given a lecture in the Catholic University of Santiago de Chile. He has recently been
invited to give the first course on Spanish double harp in Cuba, in the Festival Esteban Salas (La Habana). Interested as
well in pre-baroque harps, he is a member of the ensemble Maladança, specialized in Medieval repertoire, where he
uses a harp which was built based on a 12th century stone iconographical source. He also performs early Renaissance
repertoire with a reconstruction of a 15th century Flemish harp from a painting by Hans Memling.

!

The course on Medieval and Renaissance harp (12th-16th century)
will focus first on a theoretical-practical introduction, where several of
the instrument’s relevant aspects will be analyzed (general and
particular instrument characteristics, technique, fingering, etc.), in
relation to the visualization and study of iconography, as well as
reading and analysis of literary sources. Secondly, there will be
individual classes on all kind of harps from the 12th to the 16th
century (diatonic romanesque, double from the Crown of Aragon,
renaissance one and two course). The repertoire to be worked is
thought both for solo harp as for two or more harps and harp with
singers and instruments present in other of the course’s classes.
Finally, the repertoire itself: study and improvisation over plain chant
modes, Ambrosian rite pieces adapted for harp, Italian lauds, French
instrumental dances from the 13th and 14th century, Catalan
troubadours, Codex Chantilly, Italian and Spanish 16th century
anonymous authors, and all kinds of music from these periods.

!

The lessons will start on Sunday 20 at 16h, and the remaining days
they will take place in the morning. Active students may participate in
the Ensemble Class, every afternoon from 16h to 18h. Maximum
number of active students: 10.

!
!

Singing!
ELISA FRANZETTI!
Fondazione Ensemble Janua Coeli Globus - Genoa
Correpetitor JOAN BORONAT

!

The Italian soprano Elisa Franzetti began her musical training at the Scuola Civica di
Musica di Milano. She graduated in Classical guitar under the guidance of Aldo
Minella, at the Conservatorio “Dall’Abaco” in Verona. She studied singing with Gabriella
Ravazzi, and later graduated in Baroque performance practice at the Scuola Civica di
Musica di Milano with Roberto Gini and Cristina Miatello. In 1992 she was amongst the
winners of the Concorso As.Li.Co. per Voci Monteverdiane. Elisa Franzetti has
performed in Italian and international festivals specialized in the early music repertoire,
and Europe's most important concert halls. She has toured all over Europe, the United
States and Japan. For many years she has been a member of worldwide established
groups specializing in Baroque repertoire, such as Concerto Italiano (Rinaldo
Alessandrini), Mala Punica (Pedro Memelsdorff) and Ensemble Concerto (Roberto
Gini). She has worked with Ensemble Akadêmia (Françoise Lasserre), Le Parlement de
Musique (Martin Gester), Capella de Ministrers (Carles Magraner), La Capella Reial de
Catalunya (Jordi Savall), Orchestra Sinfonica di Milano “Giuseppe Verdi” (conducted by
Rubén Jais), Madrigalisti Ambrosiani (Gianluca Capuano), La Risonanza (Fabio
Bonizzoni), Accademia degli Imperfetti (Maurizio Less), Gli Erranti (Alessandro Casari), Ensemble Il Falcone, and I
Musici Estensi (Alessandro Cadario). She has also worked with the chamber orchestra Il Quartettone, led by Carlo de
Martini, and the ensemble Selvaggi Sentieri, led by composer Carlo Boccadoro, specialized in contemporary music.
Elisa Franzetti is a founder member of the ensemble Janua Coeli Globus from Genoa, which has the aim of combining
music, theater and poetry, and has presented the project Sotto le Divino Ali in the Spoleto Festival in 2005. With the
Mailänder Kantorei of the protestant church in Milan, led by Rubén Jais, Elisa Franzetti has performed works by J. S.
Bach: St. John's passion (BWV 245), Christmas Oratorio (BWV 243), Magnificat (BWV 243), soprano cantatas (BWV 51
and BWV 199) and other cantatas (BWV 21 and BWV 80). She has recorded to labels Opus 111, Stradivarius,
Amadeus, Naïve, and Harmonia Mundi.

!

The singing course is aimed at medium or professional level singing students who wish to become
acquainted with the world of early music, or for those who want to specialize in Medieval or Renaissance
music. The repertoire to be worked on will range from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance. The course will
also approach style, technique and tuning in Ars Nova and Ars Subtilior repertoire. The student can
propose pieces to be worked in class. Upon admission, students will be contacted in order to know their
chosen repertory.

!

The lessons will take place in the morning. Active students may participate in the Ensemble Class, every
afternoon from 16h to 18h. Maximum number of active students: 10.
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Gregorian Chant!
JUAN CARLOS ASENSIO!
Escola Superior de Música de Catalunya (ESMUC) - Barcelona
Director of Schola Antiqua

!

He began his musical studies as a choirboy in the Escolanía de la Abadía de la Santa
Cruz del Valle de los Caídos, continuing in the Royal Conservatory of Madrid
(musicology, flute, choral conducting…). He collaborates with the musical projects of
Fundación CajaMadrid and with the Répertoire International des Sources Musicales
(RISM) committee. He has published several papers in journals, together with
transcriptions from Codex Madrid and Codex Las Huelgas. He has also published a
monograph on Gregorian chant: El Canto Gregoriano (Alianza, 2003).

!

He is collaborator of the Atêlier de Paléographie Musicale of the Abbey of Solesmes,
teaches Gregorian chant, notation, history and analysis of medieval music at the
Conservatory of Salamanca, and medieval music history, notation and liturgical chant
at the Escola Superior de Música de Catalunya (ESMUC). Since 1996 he is director of
Schola Antiqua, and since 2001 member of the board of directors of the Associazione
Internazionale Studi di Canto Gregoriano (AISCGre). He presided its Spanish section
(AHisECGre) till 2006, and he’s currently editor of the specialized journal Estudios
Gregorianos.

!

The Gregorian Chant course will be structured as a theory / practice workshop, working on an anthology of
plainchant and cantus fractus for the mass and office (9th to 18th centuries). Each of the chants will be
analyzed and performed, additionally addressing conducting issues. The lessons will take place in the
morning. Active students may participate in the Ensemble Class, every afternoon from 16h to 18h.

!
!

Musical Chapel_LAB!
ISAAC ALONSO DE MOLINA!
Royal Conservatory of The Hague

!

!

He had a wide ranging classical music training (graduating from the Conservatory of
Valencia in four major subjects: piano, cello, chamber music and music theory). After
developing a strong interest towards Early Music and historically informed
performance he moved to The Netherlands to study at the Royal Conservatory of The
Hague, where he further graduated in harpsichord with Jacques Ogg. At the same
time he undertook an independent task of comprehensive historical research and
documentation, on which he bases his perspective on musical praxis. He was
awarded the degree of Master of Music, specializing in historical conducting
techniques under the guidance of teachers such as Peter van Heyghen, Fabio
Bonizzoni and Ton Koopman, and as a fellow of the Graduate Program of Fundación
CajaMadrid. He has been directly influenced by such different musicians as Miguel
Ángel Gómez – Martínez (orchestra conductor), Joel Lester (president of the Society
for Music Theory), Jacques Ogg (harpsichordist), Peter van Heyghen (Early Music
specialist) or Marcel Pérès (director of Ensemble Organum).

In the last years he has performed from plainchant to 19th century symphonic music, including Medieval and
Renaissance polyphony, instrumental music, concerted sacred music, keyboard solo music, chamber repertory,
Baroque opera, etc. always with an unconditional approach to the sources as starting point. He has taken part in
festivals in Spain, Portugal, Italy, Germany and The Netherlands. Presently he teaches Renaissance Music Theory and
Performance Practice at the Royal Conservatory. He’s founder and director of the ensemble La Academia de los
Nocturnos, with which he performs Renaissance and Baroque music, and has recently founded The Eroica Project,
orchestra with which he performs L.v. Beethoven’s symphonic repertory on period instruments.

!

The chapel workshop consists in a recreation of the working methods of a Renaissance chapel. The goal is
that participants learn “the trade”, so to speak, of the musicians that worked in the chapels, by getting
started into the basic skills that were required from those musicians. The workshop will allow them to
discover Renaissance sacred polyphony from original notation, singing from a choir book around a lectern,
using historical solfège (solmization), improvised counterpoint, ornamentation, etc. Workshop contents have
been recreated from theoretical, musical and documentary sources from the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance, but all this musicological information has been configured in a practical format, in line with
the historically informed pedagogy paradigm.

!

The workshop is aimed at musicians (singers, choir members, instrumentalists, etc.) interested in
approaching this repertory from a historically informed perspective, both as a first contact and for those
who are already experienced in polyphony but wish to have a closer, “insider” view. The workshop is also
specially aimed to those who play Renaissance wind instruments (the ministriles that often joined the
voices). The requirements are a good musical reading skill in general (historical notation will be learnt
during the course), ensemble or choir singing experience for those taking part as singers and technical
proficiency with the instrument for those taking part as ministriles. The lessons will take place in the
morning. Active students may participate in the Ensemble Class, every afternoon from 16h to 18h

!
!

!
Shawm & Dulcian !
JOAQUIM GUERRA!
Conservatory of Girona

!

!

Born in Girona, where he completes his beginner and medium level musical studies.
Moves to Barcelona in 2003, where he continues his studies with a four-year bachelor in
the ESMUC (Escola Superior de Música de Catalunya), specializing on historical basson
with Dr. José Borrás. He thereafter studies for a year as in the postgraduate program at
the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis with Donna Agrell. During the 2011-2012 school year,
he completes the master in Early Music performance and musicology in the ESMUC and
the Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona. As a performer, he is specialized in the
repertoires between the 15th and 19th century, being a member of groups such as La
Caravaggia, Ministriles de Marsias, and I Sonatori della Note. He also collaborates
frequently with other important groups and ensembles, such as Forma Antiqua,
Hespèrion XXI, Le Concert des Nations, Los Musicos de su Alteza, Al Ayre Español, La
Grande Chapelle, Das Neuer Orchester, Die Kölner Akademie, Oltremontano, La
Tempestad, La Colombina, Academia 1750, Orquestra Barroca de Sevilla, and Concierto
Español, among others. In the years 2008 and 2011 he was a professor of historical
bassons, shawms and chamber music in the ESMUC. Since 2008, he is a shawm
teacher at the Aula de Música Antigua in the Girona conservatoire.

The course is aimed at those who play these instruments, but it’s also open to bassoon and modern oboe
players who want to get started in early music. Traditional music performers with experience in double reed
instruments (dulzaina, tarota, gralla, etc.) are also welcome. Dulcian class: repertoire with Spanish and
Italian influence from the 16th, 17th and 18th century (pitch A=440 and 465Hz). Works by Bertoli, Büchner,
Böddecker, Carolo, Selma, Ortiz, Ximénez, etc. Both solo repertoire for bass and ensemble (dulcian
consort) will be worked on. Shawm class: 15th and 16th century Hispano-Flemish, Franco-Flemish and
Italian vocal repertoire, Spanish instrumental repertoire from the 16th to the 18th century (pitch A=440Hz).
Works by Torre, Gervais, Fiesta, Martín y Coll, Cabanilles, from the Lerma Codex and from the Barcelona
Chansonnier, etc. Main repertory: ensemble music, both shawm consort and mixed ensemble. The classes
include workshops on reed making, both modern and historical.

!

The lessons will take place in the morning. Active students may participate in the Ensemble Class, every
afternoon from 16h to 18h. Maximum number of active students: 10.

!

Harpsichord, Clavicymbalum, Organetto & Organ!
IGNASI JORDÀ!
Conservatory of Castellón / Early Music Deparment

!

Harpsichordist and organist born in Alcoi (Alicante). Starts his
musical studies at age five in Valencia, later becoming interested in
Early Music performance in historical keyboards. He received
thrice a scholarship from the Valencia Municipality, and has
lessons with Jan Willem Jansen in the Toulouse Conservatoire.
After graduating with the highest mark, he studies with Pierre
Hantaï in Paris. He has given recitals in Early Music festivals such
as El Sonido Vivo in Castilla León, Juventudes Musicales in
Menorca, Nits de la Mediterrània in Altea, Festival de Música
Antigua de Santiago de Compostela, Festival de órgano “José de
Sesma” in Zaragoza, Cartagena en clave, in the Festival de Música
Sacra de Valencia, in the Festival de Música Antigua de Daroca,
etc. He works with prestigious groups such as Capella de Ministrers, Musica Ficta, Ensemble L’Amoroso, Musica
Reservata (Barcelona), Turiae Camerata, La Dispersione, Collegium Instrumentale, Ministriles de Marsias, Orquestra de
Cadaqués, Sacqueboutiers de Toulouse, etc. His activities as a performer have led him to work with musicians such as
Ainhoa Arteta, Montserrat Caballé, Sir Neville Marriner, Guido Balestracci, Bruno Turner, Jean Pierre Canihac and Peter
Phillips. He has performed in some of the world’s most prestigious early music festivals such as Festival de la Chapelle
de la Trinité de Lyon (France), Instituto Cervantes de Nueva York, Festival de Música Religiosa de Fez (Morocco),
Festival de Música Española en Viena, Quincena Musical Donostiarra, Festival Castillo de Peralada, Festival de Música
Antigua de Daroca, Festival Oude Muziek Utrecht, etc. Has recorded more than 40 CDs, most of them with the
ensemble Capella de Ministrers. He has given courses and lectures in the Conservatorio Oscar Esplá de Alicante, in
the Escuela Superior de Arte Dramático de Valencia, in the Curs de Música Antiga de Guadassuar, in the University of
Valencia and in the Conservatorio “Alfredo Casella” (L’Aquila, Italy). He has taught harpsichord and thorough bass in
the Camino de Santiago: Cánticos, Cantigas y Cantos summer course in its seven editions, in the Festival Internacional
de Música Antigua de Solsona, in the Curs de Música Antiga de Morella, in the Curs de Música Antiga de Guadassuar
in ten editions, and accompanist of the singing class of the Curso Internacional de Música Antigua de Daroca. He is
currently professor of harpsichord in the Conservatorio Superior “Salvador Seguí” de Castellón, coordinates the early
music department of the same institution, has a master’s degree from the University of Valencia, and is working on a
doctoral thesis about interpretative resources on the harpsichord.

!

The repertoire to be addressed is that of the Middle Ages and
Renaissance, with special emphasis on Spanish music. Example of
works: Faenza Codex, Robertsbridge Manuscript, Fitzwilliam Virginal
Book, Parthenia, pieces by J. P. Sweelinck, Italian keyboard music by
authors prior to Frescobaldi. Keyboard music by António de Cabezón,
Aguilera de Heredia, Venegas de Henestrosa, etc. Other aspect to be
worked on will be the adaptation to keyboard of vocal polyphonic works
by Victoria, Guerrero, etc., and the accompaniment of secular works from
various chansonniers. There will be harpsichords, an organetto and a
clavicymbalum available for practicing, lessons and concerts/recitals,
and as well the historical organ in Morella’s Archpriestal Basilica, in
coordination with the teacher and the instrument’s availability.

!
Baroque organ by Francisco
Turull (1719) Morella.

The lessons will take place in the morning. Active students may
participate in the Ensemble Class, every afternoon from 16h to 18h.
Maximum number of active students: 10.

!

!

Historical Dance!
EVA NAREJOS!
Conservatory of Alicante

!

Graduated in Classical dance and musicology, she is a member of dance companies
Esquivel (María José Ruiz), Barroc-Ballet (Teresa Alves) and Erregelak (Peio Otano). Has
worked with many early music ensembles such as Vespres d’Amadi, La Lyra Hispana,
La Tropa Barroca, Grup 1500, Capella de Ministrers, etc., participating in important
music festivals in Spain, Bayonne, Paris and St. Petersburg. She teaches Renaissance
dance in Guadassuar (Valencia) and piano in the Conservatorio Superior de Música de
Alicante.

!

The 15th century brought to dance a discipline and regularity that it didn’t have
before. Mensurated dance appears. This has been codified in manuscripts and
treatises, and it was performed in a courtly context that shows us its humanistic
essence in its whole dimension. The basse dance and the Italian balli comprise
the codified repertoire that shows a certain type of movement. However, there is
another side of the repertoire: an important set of dances from popular origin,
as the saltarello, the piva or the gagliarda, which were performed first in the
villages, in the field, and thereafter became popular both in the city and in court.
In this sense, aspects such as ornamentation, variation, and improvisation are especially relevant, as the
creation and performance processes get closer. In this workshop there will be special attention given to the
technique and style of the steps, through the study of different performance possibilities and the use of
ornamentation. Contents: choreographic language of the courtesan dance in the 15th century through
treatises and manuscripts from France (Toulouse), Burgundy (Ms. 9085) and Italy (D. da Piacenza, G.
Ebreo, A. Cornazzano). Basse dance, saltarello, gagliardo, branles. The students shall come with
comfortable clothes and closed and flexible shoes. Maximum number of active students: 25

!
!
!

Choir Conducting & Choral Singing!
PEDRO TEIXEIRA!
Director of the Madrid Community Choir
Director of Ricercare - Lisbon

!

Pedro Teixeira was born in Lisbon and started his musical studies in the
Academia de Amadores de Música in 1981, completing the courses of music
theory and analysis and composition with professor Eurico Carrapatoso. While
attending Law school at the University of Lisbon, he decided for music as his
only choice. He grew an interest for choir conducting as an assistant of José
Robert in the choir of the University of Lisbon, to which he belonged for 13
years. He graduated in choir conducting in the Escola Superior de Música de
Lisboa, where he worked with Vasco Pearce de Azevedo. He currently studies
in a master in choral conducting with Paulo Lourenço. Pedro Teixeira is the
principal director of three choirs: Ricercare, where he worked as an assistant
of Paulo Lourenço for four years, becoming first conductor in 2002; Coro
Polifónico Eborae Musica, since 1997; and Grupo Coral de Queluz, since
2000. In this year he founded Officium, a professional ensemble dedicated to
the performance of Portuguese polyphony from the 16th and 17th century,
working as artistic director since its beginning. In 2002 he was awarded the “most promising conductor” prize in Tonen
(The Netherlands). In the same competition, Officium won two third prizes, in the categories of sacred and secular

music. Pedro Teixeira sings in the Gregorian Choir of Lisbon and the Gulbenkian choir, in which he has been a soloist
and, on occasion, assistant conductor. In 2000 he directed a course in Slovakia on Renaissance music in the Évora
Cathedral, invited by the Koice Technical University. He has been dedicating himself specially to the interpretation of
Renaissance vocal music since the creation of Officium, but also to contemporary repertoire as conductor of Ricercare,
with which he has premiered several works. He’s artistic director of the International Course of the Évora Cathedral
Music School, of which 13 editions have taken place. Since 2012, he is the principal conductor of the Coro de la
Comunidad de Madrid.

!

This course is aimed at singers (professional or not), conductors or future choir conductors and teachers or
music students who are interested in Renaissance music. For five days, the participants will have the
chance to discover and work pieces by Iberian composers such as Duarte Lobo, Estêvão Lopes-Morago,
Tomás Luís de Victoria and Francisco Guerrero. The course will also approach technical issues of choral
singing, as voice sustain, breathing, ensemble and vocal color, as well as working on expression, melodic
lines and interpretation matters specific to Renaissance vocal music. Some pieces will be prepared for
presentation in the presentation and final concert of the course. Active students may participate in the
Ensemble Class, every afternoon from 16h to 18h. Maximum number of active students: 24

!
!
!

Minstrel Workshop!
SIMEON GALDUF!
Escola Superior de Música de Catalunya (ESMUC) - Barcelona
Ministriles de Marsias
Project in collaboration with the Federation of Music Societies of Valencia

!

Born in Llíria (Valencia) in 1971, he started his studies in the Centro Instructivo Unión
Musical de Llíria with Rafael Tortajada. In 1986, he becomes a member of the Joven
Orquestra Nacional de España. In 1989, while studying with Joaquín Vidal in the
Conservatorio Superior de Valencia, he becomes a member of the Orquestra Sinfónica
de Madrid, studying with Juan Bautista Abad, where he is awarded with the Premio de
Honor Fin de Carrera. Having received a scholarship from the Juventudes Musicales de
España, he has perfectioned his studies with Keith Brown, Daniel Lassalle, Branimir
Slokar, Stéphan Léger, Jean-Pierre Mathieu, Enrique Ferrando, Claude Chevalier and
Giller Millière. In 1997 he founds the group The sir Aligator’s Company. This multifaceted
trombonist, who performs repertoire from the 15th century to our days, has won the VI
Concorso Internazionale Città di Asti (Italy), and the second prize in the Concours
International de Cuivres Anciens de Toulouse (France). As a member of Ministriles de
Marsias, he has received prizes both attributed by the public (CD Compact magazine)
and by critics (FestClasica for best Renaissance performance). Currently, besides
being trombone soloist in the Orquesta Sinfónica de Madrid, he is sackbut teacher in
the Curso Internacional de Música de Daroca, and historical trombone professor in the Escola Superior de Música de
Catalunya (ESMUC).
Project in collaboration with the Federation of the Music Societies of Valencia, in which brass instrument

players (trumpets, trombones, horns, euphoniums and tubas) and percussionists will get together in an
approach to early music, under the guidance of one of the most renowned early music performers:
trombonist Simeón Galduf. He will approach early music interpretation techniques for brass ensembles,
preparing concert repertoire. The lessons begin on Monday (21).!

!
!
!
!

Recorders!
DAVID ANTICH!
Conservatory of Torrent

!

He studied in the conservatories of Carcaixent and Valencia, and graduated in
transverse flute and recorder from the Conservatory of Murcia, under Agostino
Cirillo, obtaining top marks and various awards during his studies. He attended
courses on early music and performance practice in Spain and diverse
European countries, working with teachers as Ricardo Kanji, Aldo Abreu, Bart
Coen, Josep Maria Saperas, etc. With Capella de Ministrers and other
ensembles, he has toured extensively in Europe, Asia, Africa, United States and
Latin America. He has recorded for Canal 9, TVE, TV3, RNE, Catalunya Ràdio
and many others, performing in the foremost festivals and concert series
specialized in early music (Utrecht, Fez, Lyon, Paris, Rome, Amsterdam, Mexico
DF, New York, Shangai, etc.).

!

He has performed music from the Middle Ages, Renaissance and Baroque for over 30 recordings with Capella de
Ministrers and other ensembles, receiving several awards from the specialized press. He’s founding member of
Ensemble Dario Castello and Ensemble Galanterie, and frequent collaborator of Ars Organica, Capella de Ministrers,
Harmonica Sphera, La Dispersione Baroque Orchestra, Harmonia del Parnàs, Speculum, Musica Ficta, etc. He also
takes part in avant-garde projects such as Amores and Bach Fussion Ensemble. He has worked with contemporary
dance companies (El Lamento de Tristano, with Lais danza - Toni Aparisi; Lamento, with Santiago Sempere) and in
stage productions (Cancionero de Palacio, with Àlex Rigola; Las comedias bárbaras, with Bigas Luna; Els Viatges de
Tirant, with Juli Leal). He published together with Carles Magraner a critical edition of “El Tutor Burlado o La Madrileña”
by Vicente Martín y Soler. He publishes regularly pedagogical material for recorder and articles on musical pedagogy in
journals such as Participación Educativa (Spanish Ministry of Education), ANPE, Doce Notas, Música y Educación,
Eufonía, etc. He teaches in the Early Music Course of Guadassuar (Valencia) and he’s often invited to teach masterclasses and courses on recorder and chamber music in diverse Spanish conservatories. He also works for the teacher
training programs of the Valencian Government and other institutions. He’s member of the board of the Conservatory of
Torrent, where he teaches recorder.

!

The course will focus on 16th and 17th century music, with the following contents: theoretical approach to
Renaissance music; emancipation of instrumental music; treatises by Ganassi, Ortiz, Dalla Casa, Conforto
and others; the forms of solo music in the Renaissance; diminutions on madrigals, recercadas and dance
music as generators of instrumental music; “glossas” and improvisation in Renaissance music;
improvisation on historical basses and tenors; technical features of the Ganassi flute and the Renaissance
consort flutes, fingering, articulation; meantone temperaments and historical flutes; the recorder in the 17th
century: repertory and adaptations; development of stylistic resources in the early Baroque; ornamentation
in 17th century music; rehearsal and practicing techniques.

!

The lessons will take place in the morning. Active students may participate in the Ensemble Class, every
afternoon from 16h to 18h. Maximum number of active students: 12.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Renaissance Flute Consort!
ANNE SMITH!
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis
(Sunday 20th and Monday 21st afternoon)

!

Anne Smith completed her B.A. with honors in music at Brandeis University in
1973. Following this she came to Basel to study recorder and later transverse
flute with Hans Martin Linde at the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis. Since 1979
she has been teaching recorder and renaissance flute there herself. The work
she did with Barthold Kuijken in workshops and occasional private lessons
was also of great influence on her musical development. Throughout the years
she has played regularly with small chamber ensembles. In recent years her
course offerings at the Schola have included 16th-century music theory in
relation to performance practice, solmization, and Alexander Technique. Her
current focus is on bridging the gap between knowledge of the writing of 16thcentury musical theorists and its application in performance. To this end she
has given workshops on these subjects for the early music departments of the
conservatories of Brussels, The Hague, Linz and Graz, as well as presenting
the material various musicological conferences. Her recent book The Performance of 16th-Century Music: Learning
from the Theorists (OUP New York, 2011) is a reflection of this work.

!

Open class renaissance flute / renaissance basics: Each session will begin with an introduction to playing
renaissance flute in consort for players of the baroque and modern flute who have not yet experienced the
delights of the instrument. This introduction will include some renaissance basics – solmization, playing
from facsimile – in a format which will allow the audience to participate actively. Individual and/or consort
instruction (established consorts are welcome) will follow for those who have already succumbed to the
instrument's fascination. In all of our work the focus will be on enhancing the expressivity of the music
through an understanding of some of the basic premises concerning it found in historical treatises. A
consort of flutes will be provided for work within the class.

!
!

Vihuela & Renaissance Lute!
ALFRED FERNÁNDEZ!
Performer

!

He studied classical guitar with Jordi Codina, Manel González and Fernando
Rodríguez. Afterwards he specialized in early plucked string instruments: vihuela,
baroque guitar, lute, etc. Largely self-taught, he has received guidance from
prestigious masters such as William Waters, Rolf Lislevand, Paul O’Dette or John
Griffiths. He has published three CDs as soloist, with excellent reviews in specialized
magazines such as Répertoire, Le Monde de la Musique, Gramophone, Goldberg,
Scherzo, Ritmo, Lute Society Magazine, etc. His most recent solo recording was
awarded a 10R by Répertoire, besides obtaining top marks in other magazines. He’s
performed as a soloist in Spain, The Netherlands, France, Germany, United States,
Belgium, Greece, Morocco, Brazil and Italy, offering vihuela and lute recitals in
prestigious festivals such as: Laus Polyphoniae (AMUZ, Antwerp, 2012), Oude
Muziek Utrecht (2008), MA Brugge (2000), International Lute Festival (Füssen,
Germany, 2010), Guitarrísimo (concert series of the Instituto Cervantes, in Munich and
Sao Paulo), etc. He’s co-director of the ensemble El Canto del Caballero, specialized
in Iberian Renaissance music.

!

he course on vihuela and renaissance lute will be centered on the European repertory, instrumental as well
as vocal, written for both instruments during the 16th century. A special emphasis will be placed on the
Italian and Spanish vihuela repertory. Composers such as Luis de Milán, Luis de Narváez, Alonso de
Mudarra, Francesco da Milano, Francesco Spinacino, Albert de Rippe, John Downland, etc. Diverse
technique and stylistic issues regarding this repertory will be approached. The course is aimed at students
and performers of early plucked string instruments of an intermediate or advanced level, but also to
classical guitarists wishing to discover the vihuela and its repertory. To this end, the course will have six
instruments kindly provided by the luthier Asier de Benito.

!

The lessons will take place in the morning. Active students may participate in the Ensemble Class, every
afternoon from 16h to 18h. Maximum number of active students: 12.

!

!
Viola da Gamba!!
CARLES MAGRANER!
Director of Capella de Ministrers
Conservatory of Castellón / Early Music Department

!

He graduated from the Conservatory of Valencia in modern cello and musicology.
He soon became captivated by Early Music and started specialized studies in
baroque cello and viola da gamba in Barcelona, Madrid and the Early Music
Department of the Conservatory of Toulouse. Additionally, he participated in diverse
courses and seminars on music of the Middle Ages, Renaissance and Baroque with
professors such as Miquel Querol and Joan Bonastre, amongst others, furthering
his training in Iberian music from the 11th to the 18th centuries. He received the
Musical Creativity Award by the University of Valencia in the years 1988 and 89,
and the Young Performers Award by the Ministry of Culture. He was granted with
both the Master’s and Doctoral degrees in Music by the Polytechnic University of
Valencia, specializing in early music. He has developed an intense concert activity
as a soloist and with diverse chamber ensembles. He has shared his expertise
teaching at various conservatories and music schools and as lecturer in
conferences organised by the University of Valencia, Autonomous University of Barcelona, University of Girona, Royal
College of Music of Stockholm, Conservatory of Shangai, School of Arts of Havana, International Congress “Els mons
de Vicente Martín y Soler”, etc. He has also taught in the Early Music Course of Peñíscola, in the seminar on Francisco
Guerrero of the International University of Andalucía, in the course of the Menéndez Pelayo International University of
Barcelona (Ernest Lluch Center), and in many other congresses and seminars. In 2004 he received the Civic Award of
his native town. From 2012 he teaches early music at the Conservatory of Castellón.

!

He has directed many instrumental and vocal ensembles, as the Cor de la Generalitat Valenciana (Valencia Regional
Government Choir) and the viol quartet Millenium. Besides this individual professional career, his best known activity is
his work as founder and director of the Valencian early music ensemble Capella de Ministrers, with more than 1000
concerts from its creation in 1987, and his extensive discography, very well received by critics and general audience,
awarded with many national and international prizes by specialized magazines and institutions..

!

With the origins of the viola da gamba in the Crown of Aragon as starting point, this course on Medieval and
Renaissance music performance will approach the technique of the instrument in its different registers
(soprano, tenor and bass) and its diverse repertories. From estampies and royal dances to consort music
for vihuelas de arco, especially the Montecassino Chansonnier, and Italian Renaissance music, particularly
the diminutions on Italian madrigals by Dalla Casa, Rognioni and Ortiz. Solo music will be practiced, as well
as modal improvisation, instrumental adaptation of (vocal) pieces from the Middle Ages and Renaissance to
the viol, and repertory with other instruments and singers. A number of instruments (vihuelas de arco,
vielles, rabel) will be made available for those selected students who don’t have their own.

!
The lessons will take place in the morning. Active students may participate in the Ensemble Class, every
afternoon from 16h to 18h. Maximum number of active students: 10.

!
!
!
!
SEMINAR ON TRADITIONAL MUSIC!
- Sunday 20 to Thursday 24 -

!

Frame Drum, Riq, Bodhran & Gaval!
GLEN VELEZ!
Mannes College, The New School for Music - New York

!

Four time Grammy Award winner, Glen Velez, is an internationally acclaimed soloist
and seminal figure in the history of the frame drum. Over two decades ago he
brought a new genre of drumming to the Western world by creating his own
performance style inspired by years of frame drumming studies from various
cultures. Even twentieth century composer, John Cage acknowledged Velez'
mastery when he wrote a piece especially for him in 1989. After fifteen years
performing and recording with the Steve Reich Ensemble and the Paul Winter
Consort, Velez maintains an International touring schedule as a soloist and
continues to collaborate with prominent artists in many styles. His original
compositions and signature sound can be heard on numerous recordings, films,
commercials and Modern Dance scores. Glen is an adjunct professor at Mannes
College of Music and gives regular master classes at The Juilliard School in New
York City, along with other prestigious universities and conservatories around the
world. Glen's most recent 2009 recordings Glen Velez Solo and Breathing Rhythms Duo - Glen Velez and Lori Cotler "
are available through www.glenvelez.com

!

The lessons will take place in the morning. Active students may participate in the Ensemble Class, every
afternoon from 16h to 18h. Maximum number of active students 20/30

!

Assistant teacher PAU BALLESTER!
Capella de Ministrers, Amores Percussion Group

!

Professor of Percussion at Valencia Conservatory of Music, combines his artistic
activity with two groups of high relevance in the music scene : Amores Grup de
percussió, which is founded in 1989 and Capella de Ministrers, which forms part
of since 1990. Two divergent facets regarding the musical timing, but with the
experimental work and creating as a common premise. With both groups has
won numerous awards, recorded more than 40 CDs and performed at major
venues around the world. Currently his work in the field of sound creation and
experimentation led him to teach courses on this subject both in Europe and in
America. Classically trained, he studied percussion with Prof. Pascual Balaguer
and at the Conservatory of Valencia, with Prof. Manuel Thomas and Prof. Joan
Cerveró, where he earned two special Awards in middle grade and top grade.
He moved to Germany to continue his studies at the Hochschule für Musik in

Würzburg with Prof. Siegfried Fink and later to Berlin, with Prof. Rainer Seegers. He was a fellow of the "Alexander von
Humdbolt" Foundation, the “Excma. Diputación de Valencia” and the European Comunity Youth Orchestra of the
European Parliament. Belonged to the Mediterranean Youth Orchestra and the European Youth Orchestra, performing
with conductors such as Claudio Abbado, Bernard Haitink and Zubin Mehta. He was part of the Cadaqués Orchestra
and the Grup Instrumental de Valencia, and worked for many years with the Orchestra of Valencia. Pau Ballester has
been president of the Spanish Association of percussionists from its founding until 2000, and the Percussive Arts
Society Chapter Spain from 2005 to 2010. Ph.D. in Contemporary Music from the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia.

!

Songs of the Mediterranean Sephardic Tradition!
MARA ARANDA!
Al-Andaluz Project

!

She became nationally and internationally renowned with the success achieved
with the group L’Ham de Foc, one of the foremost names arisen from the Spanish
scene in the first decade of the 21st century. She has performed for more than
25 years on the main stages of Europe with L’Ham de Foc and with the related
projects Aman Aman, focused on Sephardic repertory, and Al Andaluz Project
(together with the German ensemble Estampies), presenting Turkish, Greek and
Occitan traditional music and early music. During the last decades she has
undertaken an important research into the Sephardic repertory, collaborating
with ensembles like Ensemble Speculum, Oni Wytars, Ensemble Unicorn or
Capella de Ministrers. With the latter, Mara has worked in the projects “Els
viatges de Tirant lo Blanch”, “El cicle de la vida”, and “La música encerrada:
Sefarad”, in which they performed traditional repertories transmitted orally and revived from Turkish, Bulgarian,
Moroccan or Greek living traditions, which are connected to medieval Spanish music and are part of the “hidden”
musical legacy of the Sephardic jews. Mara Aranda has become one of the foremost voices of the World Music scene
in Spain.

!

This course will be focused on the Sephardic repertories (both Eastern and Western), working also on the
rhythms relevant to the melodies of that tradition, and on the different versions of the poems, that show
frequent connections to Late medieval Spanish poetry (romancero viejo). The lessons will take place in the
morning. Active students may participate in the Ensemble Class, every afternoon from 16h to 18h.
Maximum number of active students: 15.

!

Hurdy Gurdy, Sinfonia & Citole!
JOTA MARTÍNEZ!
Al-Andaluz Project

!

Jota Martinez, specialized in medieval hurdy gurdy, is one of its foremost
performers. He collaborates frequently with prestigious Early Music ensembles
like Capella de Ministrers, Axivil, Ensemble Diatessaron, Coral Alfonso X,
Alquimia, Ensemble Xácara, Al-Andaluz Project, Veneranda Dies Ensemble,
Ensemble L’Allegrezza, etc. and specialists like Eduardo Paniagua. With these
ensembles he has undertaken diverse recording projects to which he has
contributed by playing hurdy gurdy, but also moorish guitar, citole or lute, always
using faithful reconstructions of medieval instruments. Throughout his concert
activity he has presented early Spanish music all over the world, in the most
prestigious festivals, since 1980. He also composes music for documentaries and
theatre plays, and he’s interested in instrument making. In the last years he’s
further developing his musical creativity with diverse plucked string instruments
from the Middle Ages, and also with instruments from other traditions, like bouzouki, saz, setar, lavta… He’s interested

by the timbre and possibilities of each instrument, and even though for some of them, due to their antiquity, no written
sources regarding their technique survive, he uses them as a vehicle for artistic expression. In the instrumentarium of
his web site many of the instruments he uses as of today can be found. Presently he co-directs with Mara Aranda the
Ensemble Pelegrí, dedicated to early Iberian music.

Brief iconographic review, defining and identifying instruments. Adjustments and maintenance. Traditional
tunings and recommended tunings for specific repertories. Most common modes, left hand and right hand
techniques: use of plectrum in citole and cup de poignet in the hurdy-gurdy. Organum and discantus.
Accompaniment and harmonization. Repertory, ornamentation and improvisation. In addition, for hurdy
gurdy: the instrument as a viola, polyphonic solutions, exercises on dissociation. And for cítolas: cítolas in
traditional music, tonality and modality. Consort for various instruments, ideas on form and arrangement.
The lessons will take place in the morning. Active students may participate in the Ensemble Class, every
afternoon from 16h to 18h. Maximum number of active students: 15.

!

Double Reed Instruments, Bagpipe & Shawm!
EDUARD NAVARRO!
Performer

!

Influenced by traditional music during his chilhood, he played lute and mandolin in
diverse traditional plectrum instrument ensembles (rondalla) from a very young
age. Self-taught in many wind and string instruments, he has a long experience as
dulzaina teacher. He began collaborating with diverse groups dedicated to the
revival of Valencian traditional music. Afterwards he founded and worked with folk
music ensembles, as well as traditional, ethnic and historical music ones, in which,
apart from playing, he is usually in charge of arrangements. He has participated in
more than 40 recordings and has toured in over 16 countries. Some of the groups
with which he collaborates are L’ham de foc, Mara Aranda y Solatge, Miquel Gil,
Capella de Ministrers, Al Tall, Apa, Ensemble Pelegrí, Sephardic Legacy o Krama.
Presently he teaches traditional dulzaina in the music school of La Unió (Lliria) and
in the Escola de Dolçaina, Tabal i Cant d’Estil (Paterna), he directs the Colla
Gatzara of the same school, he teaches traditional plectrum instruments in the Rondalla del Grupo de Danzas
(Manises), and he teaches bagpipe and tarota in Paterna and in the Traditional Music School of Muro del Comptat.

!

Course on traditional and early instruments which aims to bring together historical music and traditional
instruments, and to explore the possibilities of Medieval and Renaissance repertory on instruments of the
time. Students will practice melodies a solo and in ensemble, on dulzaina (in F and in G), tarota and
cornamuse. They will also work on mixed rhythms of traditional origins. All these instruments will be
presented, together with suitable repertory for each of them. The course is aimed at students of
intermediate or advanced level. The lessons will take place in the morning. Active students may participate
in the Ensemble Class, every afternoon from 16h to 18h. Maximum number of active students: 15.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

GENERAL INFORMATION!

!

To inscribe in the course, please fill in and send the attached form, preferably by email (PDF available on
www.culturalcomes.net). Inscriptions meeting the admission criteria of the teachers will be informed of the
payment method. Participation in the course will be confirmed upon reception of the payment, and places
given in a first-come, first-serve basis.

!

Enrollment in the course grants access to all its activities: lessons, lectures, concerts, jam sessions and the
Instrumental and Vocal Ensemble class for Medieval and Renaissance Music, which will take place every
afternoon 4-6 pm. There is no limit of auditing students attending the course.

!

Teachers will inform students if necessary of additional course characteristics and/or provide material for it.
The general pitch of the course is A=440Hz. It is recommended that every student brings a music stand for
the lessons. Various keyboard instruments will be available, as well as a limited number of other instruments
for each section. Diverse spaces will be made available for practice.

!

COURSE FEES!

!

REGULAR STUDENTS 180€

(1)

MASTERCLASS Anne Smith 160€

!

AUDITING STUDENTS 90€

(2)

(3)

(1) The fee includes participation in the course as active student, participation in the Ensemble Class every afternoon
16-18h, and access to all concerts, lectures and additional activities.
(2) Students in the master-class of Anne Smith are invited to participate in the Musical Chapel_Lab every morning with
Isaac Alonso de Molina, besides all the activities mentioned in point 1.
(3) Auditing students have also free access to concerts, lectures and additional activities.
(4)

!
!
!
!
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!
!
!

!

!

ACCOMMODATION!

!
To arrange the accommodation in Morella contact the Central Reservation - Cases of Morella, which provide
all the information about apartments, hotels, Youth hostals, or cottages.
Phone +34 964 173 117 I Email cise@morella.net

!

The first 40 students enrolled may choose the provided accommodation by the Course’s Organization, a 5€
per day Youth Hostel (shared rooms of 4 beds). However there is attached a list of hotels that arranged
offers for the course with a variety of accommodation / food to students (each student should indicate the
participation on the course to have the special offers)

!
!
!
!
!

GETTING TO MORELLA!

Morella is connected via the N-232 with Zaragoza and Logroño on the one side, and with the Mediterranean
coast towns and highways (AP-7, N-340) on the other. From Castellón, Morella is also accessible via the
C-238 (connected to the N-232 near Morella). Airports in Valencia, Zaragoza and Reus are all about
175-180 km away.

!

There is a bus service that connects Morella with Castellón, Vinaroz, Peñiscola and other coast towns (bus
company Autos Mediterrráneo, +34.964.220.536). Schedules:
Route Castellón - Morella: Monday to Friday departures at 8:30 and 15:30, Saturday departure at 13:30.
Route Morella - Castellón: Monday to Friday departures at 8:05 and 15:45, Saturday departure at 8:15.
Route Vinaroz - San Mateo - Morella: Monday to Friday departures at 8:00 and 16:00.
Route Morella - San Mateo - Vinaroz: Monday to Friday departures at 8:05 and 15:45.

!
!
!
!
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!
!
!

If you have any difficulty locating Morella don’t hesitate to contact us!

APPLICATION FORM!
!

3rd INTERNATIONAL COURSE ON MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE MUSIC!
MORELLA (Castellón - Spain)!
July 19 to 24, 2014!
REGISTRATION
ACTIVE STUDENT (180€)

MASTERCLASS (160€)

AUDITING STUDENT (90€)

COURSE:
PROFESSOR:
INSTRUMENT:
VOICE TYPE:
LEVEL:

!
STUDENT

SURNAME & NAME:
DATE OF BIRTH:
ID CARD:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:
E-MAIL:

!
BRIEF CURRICULUM VITAE:
!
!
!
!
!
!

PLEASE SELECT ADDITIONAL OPTIONS:
I would like to lodge at the Youth Hostel

!

I would like to take part in the course closing dinner

Upon admission, students will be informed of payment procedures and of availability of accommodation in
the Youth Hostel. Upon payment confirmation, the student will receive all relevant additional information
and/or materials for the course.

!
!
!

PLEASE SEND TO:

morella@culturalcomes.net
Associació Cultural Comes
Apartado de Correos 115 - 46450 Benifaió (Valencia)

STAFF!

!

!
!

Director: Carles Magraner
Academic secretary: Béatrice Traver
Logistics secretary: Annabel Calatayud
Administration: Rosa María Villalba
(+34) 629 618 411
morella@culturalcomes.net

ORGANIZATION!

!

!
!
!

Associació Cultural Comes
Apartado de Correos 115
46450 Benifaió (Valencia)
(+34) 961 780 015
info@culturalcomes.net

SPONSORS & PARTNERS!
Ayuntamiento de Morella
Universidad Internacional Menéndez Pelayo
Federación de Sociedades Musicales de la Comunidad Valenciana

Universitat Jaume I de Castelló
CulturArts GVA
Diputación de Castellón
Centro UNESCO Valencia / Mediterráneo
Instituto Superior de Enseñanzas Artísticas de la Comunidad Valenciana
Asociación de Intérpretes y Ejecutantes
Instituto Nacional de Artes Escénicas y Música

!

!

www.culturalcomes.net !
www.uimp.es
www.morellaturistica.com
Curso Internacional de Música Medieval y Renacentista de Morella
@EarlyMusMorella

!
!

APP Morella available for mobile devices.

!

www.morellaturistica.com/ver/1809/App-Morella.html

